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Introduction 
In support of collaborative computational reasoning over large, diverse sources of evidence, 
Georgetown University has developed a knowledge representation framework of considerable 
semantic expressivity and scale.  As an enabler for scientific discovery, this framework provides 
a method for integrating evidence from many sources – including mathematical, computational, 
experimental, and observational – spanning multiple modalities and levels of abstraction. This 
framework was specifically formulated to automate the fusion of disparate data types and 
reasoning methods to unify understanding and eliminate a significant scientific research 
bottleneck.  The resulting representation approach enable connection of heterogeneous forms of 
scientific information to greatly accelerate the research process.  This approach resolves the 
tension between domain-specific tools that require tuning to specific problems and general-
purpose abstract methods that require idealization of the data, providing a robust unified 
foundation upon which automated, knowledge-driven application systems can be built.  This 
paper provides a formal definition of this framework. 

AvesTerra Formalism 
The AvesTerra concepts prescribe a distributed analytic ecosystem for examining data, 
communicating information, and discovering, representing, and enriching shared knowledge.  
The AvesTerra formalism begins with the establishment of a conceptual boundary to whatever it 
is applied.  This system may be a microscopic organism, the human body, a community, a 
continent, or the planet Earth. 
Within a system's boundary, data is regarded as a collection of observations about this system.  
That is, given a complex system S, the (often unbounded) set D = {d1, d2, d3, ...} contains data 
about S where each di Î D is viewed as a "scientific measurement" of some aspect of S.  For 
example, an element d may be spectral decomposition of a chemical, a gene sequence of an 
organism, an e-mail message of an individual, the text of community's legal statute, or the 
seismic motion of a tectonic plate.  When viewed in this manner, associated with every datum d 
is a measurement precision, measurement accuracy, and a frame of reference (e.g. spatial-
temporal perspective) in which the measurement was made (i.e. data was collected).  These items 
may be either explicitly stated or implicitly assumed, and may not always be imminently 
calculable.  This treatment is important, however, so that subsequent data collection and analysis 
about whatever system is being studied rests on a scientific foundation. 
For any given system S, AvesTerra next prescribes the notion of a knowledge representation.  A 
knowledge representation K is a model of system S, which may likely be time varying and 
dynamic depending upon the complexity of S.  Associated with every knowledge representation 
K is an ontology O that formally defines the semantics of all element types of K.  To aid 
complexity reduction, and often as a practical and computational necessity, a knowledge 
representation K and its accompanying ontology O generally represent a simplification of S 
which may purposefully ignore various characteristics of S that may be deemed irrelevant or of 
little consequence to the particular line of scientific inquiry.   
AvesTerra provides a collaborative approach for building shared knowledge representations for 
systems of high complexity and large scale.  These representations are derived by leveraging 
large, distributed, and heterogeneous data spaces.  Specifically, AvesTerra was formulated to 
enable knowledge representation at extreme scale, where the complexity of the system may span 
a diverse range of application domains (e.g. our planet and all of its inhabitants, or a human 



organ and all of its cells).  The AvesTerra formalism may be applied recursively in a hierarchical 
fashion and then dovetailed, yielding an even broader ecosystem of integrated knowledge 
representation components that span multiple levels of abstraction. 
Within a particular set of system domains, the knowledge representation K for system S is 
constructed through an ongoing sequence of observations (i.e. data) and the application of 
scientific theories (i.e. analytics) about such observations.  These theories define a collection of 
transformation operations G = {g1, g2, g3, ...} upon K.  Characterized here as knowledge 
enrichment, these transformation operations constitute the knowledge extraction process.  In 
essence, these extraction operations transform a system knowledge representation from one state 
to another, thereby formally capturing what was extracted.  For example, a specific theory ga 
might define an initial state based on a particular data subset as in 

ga(Æ, di, dj, dk, ...) Þ K 

whereas another theory gb might transform a knowledge representation’s current state into a new 
state given new data as in 

gb(K, di, dj, dk, ...) Þ K'. 
Other theories may transform a knowledge representation simply based on the value of its 
current state without involving any data observations, as in 

gζ(K) Þ K'. 
At an even greater level of complexity, a theory might transform a knowledge representation 
based on knowledge representation of other systems as in 

gξ(K, KX , KY, ... ) Þ K'. 

AvesTerra embraces all of these forms of transformations/extractions and many variants. 
Given a knowledge representation K for system S, AvesTerra recognizes that there may exist 
multiple interpretations of K depending upon the specific domain.  AvesTerra thus 
incorporates the notion of views V = {v1, v2, v3, ...} where each vi Î V is created via a function 
from the set F  = {f1, f2, f3, ...} that contains the various interpretations of K.  Each 
interpretation function fi ÎF defines a mapping fi: K ® V that translates some subset of 
knowledge representation K into its respective view of K.  This type of interpretation is again 
another form of knowledge extraction, but with the emphasis on enrichment of the end user(s) 
understanding, versus enrichment of the computer-based representation.  AvesTerra imposes 
no particular mathematical restrictions on views or their respective interpretation functions.  
An interpretation of K may produce a view as simple as a range of scalar values or as complex 
as a multi-dimensional vector space.  Alternatively, there may be a need for only one view with 
K = V and F containing only the identity mapping.  The view/interpretation formalism is 
provided so that the same system knowledge representation may offer varying perspectives in 
support of a wide range of end-user applications. 
The blending of these various concepts is depicted in the figure below.  The bottom layer of the 
diagram is a representation of the vast data space D for system S.  The middle layer of the 
diagram contains the system knowledge representation K created as a result of the theory set G.  
At the top of the diagram is the view space V created as a result of the interpretation set F that 
results when applied to knowledge representation K.   



In summary, AvesTerra mathematically portrays a complex system S as the 6-tuple 

S = (K, O, D, V, G ,F). 

That is, the process strives to create a unified knowledge representation K with ontology O of a 
complex system S that explains phenomena D via theory G, presenting results V via 
interpretation F.  The scientific method provides a mechanism for testing the validity of theory G 
and the utility of knowledge representation K through experimentation, offering an evolutionary 
(or revolutionary) path to new models, new theories, new interpretations, and thus ultimately 
new discoveries. 
 

 
AvesTerra Formalization 

	
AvesTerra Knowledge Representation 
The AvesTerra formalism uses an extremely powerful form of knowledge representation based 
on a highly generalized mathematical graph structure.  In this formalism, a knowledge 
representation K is defined as a 3-tuple K = (E, R, A) where E = {e1, e2, e3, ...} is a set of entities, 
R = {r1, r2, r3, ...} is a set of relationships between entities in E, and A = {a1, a2, a3, ...} is a set of 
attributes that are associated with elements of E and R.   AvesTerra supports traditional (binary) 
directed and undirected graph relationship structures where R Í E ´ E.  AvesTerra, however, 
allows much richer relationship structures including hypergraphs, ultragraphs, and ubergraphs, 
with the latter two forms constituting new constructs that emerged as a result of the DARPA 
SIMPLEX/AvesTerra Phase-I and Phase-II effort. 



 
With the hypergraph formulation, R is generalized so that relationships may be n-ary.  That is, R 
Í E ´ E … ´ E or R Í P(E), where P(E) is the power set of E.  Ultragraphs generalize the 
notion of a relationship still further, allowing relationships between not only entities, but also 
with other relationships.  Thus, R Í P(P(…P(E))).  Finally, Ubergraphs generalize this one step 
further, allowing the relationships to be recursive.   That is, an entity e Î E may have 
relationships with other relationships, that have relationships with others, and so on, that 
ultimately may contain e itself.  In simple terms, this is accommodated by allowing relationships 
to behave and be represented as entities themselves where E Ç R need not be the empty set.  
Thus, at full generalization, entities and relationships mathematically become indistinguishable, 
and are differentiable only within the context of an accompanying ontology. 
 
To accommodate most if not all contemporary underlying data organization, storage, and 
retrieval techniques including relational databases, object systems, indexing systems, graph 
systems, etc., the AvesTerra formalism includes a general attribute structure that enables 
collections of attributes to be affixed to any element of the knowledge representation.   That is, 
an attribute a Î A may be affixed to any entity e Î E or r Î R.  Instances of such attributes may 
range from a simple attribute taxonomy with accompanying scalar or aggregate values to rich 
sets of entities and relationships that have already captured within the representation.   With this 
structure, any arbitrary graph, hypergraph, ultragraph, or ubergraph representation of a system 
can be constructed and appropriately annotated via the AvesTerra formalism. 
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